1. Introduction
===============

Tinnitus is an auditory phantom percept [@B1], [@B2] related to reorganization [@B2] and hyperactivity[@B3] of the auditory system. The auditory system consists of two main parallel pathways supplying auditory information to the cerebral cortex: the tonotopically organized lemniscal (classical) system, and the non-tonotopic extralemniscal (non-classical) system. The classical pathways use the ventral thalamus, the neurons of which project to the primary auditory cortex whereas the non-classical pathways use the medial and dorsal thalamic nuclei that project to the secondary auditory cortex and association cortices, thus bypassing the primary cortex [@B4]. While neurons in the classical pathways only respond to one modality of sensory stimulation, many neurons in the non-classical pathway respond to more than one modality. Neurons in the ventral thalamus fire in a tonic or semi-tonic mode while neurons in the medial and dorsal thalamus fire in bursts [@B5], [@B6]. The non-classical pathways receive their input from the classical pathways, which means that the ascending auditory pathways are a complex system of at least two main parallel systems that provide different kinds of processing and which interact with each other in a complex way. Both systems provide sensory input to the amygdala through a long cortical route, and in addition, the non-classical pathways provide subcortical connections to the lateral nucleus of the amygdala from dorsal thalamic nuclei [@B7].

Studies in humans have indicated that some patients with tinnitus have an abnormal activation of the non-classical auditory system [@B8]. Studies of animal models of tinnitus have shown that burst firing is increased in the non-classical system [@B9]-[@B11] and tonic firing activity is increased in the classical system [@B12]-[@B17]. Interestingly, not only tonic firing but also burst firing is increased in neurons in the primary auditory cortex in animal models of tinnitus [@B18]. Studies in patients with intractable tinnitus have shown that tonic electrical stimuli of the primary and secondary auditory cortex can suppress pure tone tinnitus, but not white noise/narrow band noise tinnitus [@B19].

We tested the hypothesis that white noise tinnitus may be caused by increased burst firing in the non-tonotopic (extralemniscal) system, whereas pure tone tinnitus may be the result of increased tonic firing in the tonotopic (lemniscal) system. Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a non-invasive tool by means of which neural structures of the brain can be stimulated by the induced electrical current. It has been shown that TMS of the auditory cortex can modulate the perception of tinnitus in some patients [@B20]-[@B24]. TMS machines can deliver both tonic and burst stimuli (figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and it has been demonstrated that tonic stimulation can suppress pure tone tinnitus, but not narrow band noise, whereas burst TMS can suppress narrow band or white noise tinnitus (De Ridder et al., submitted).

We used tonic and burst TMS aimed at the auditory cortex, to suppress unilateral pure tone and narrow band/white noise tinnitus respectively. The purpose was to elucidate the neural mechanisms of tinnitus and to develop a diagnostic tool that could distinguish between different types of tinnitus that may benefit from different kinds of treatment.

2. Methods
==========

We studied the effect of TMS in 70 individuals with unilateral tinnitus and compared the effect of tonic and burst stimulation of the auditory cortex evaluating the effect of such stimulation on the patients\' tinnitus. The presence of a placebo effect is tested by placing the coil perpendicular to the auditory cortex at the frequencies that yield maximal tinnitus suppression rates both for tonic and burst TMS. Of the participants presenting with pure tone tinnitus, only 14 had no placebo effect on both tonic and burst TMS. Only results from these 14 patients were analyzed (7 women, 7 men; mean age 56.2 years; range 46-70 years). Of the participants presenting with narrow band/white noise tinnitus, also only 14 patients had no placebo effect on both tonic and burst TMS (7 women, 7 men; mean age 51.6 years; range 40-72 years). Results from these 28 patients, representing two comparable homogenous groups, were analyzed. Since the TMS machine generates a clicking sound on each magnetic pulse delivery, using only results from placebo negative patients prevents the possible influence of sound from the TMS masking the tinnitus. The TMS is done as a part of a continuing clinical protocol for selection of candidates for implantation of permanent electrodes for electrical stimulation of the auditory cortex for treatment for tinnitus[@B19], [@B25] at the multidisciplinary tinnitus clinic of the University Hospital of Antwerp, Belgium. All prospective participants undergo a complete audiological, ENT and neurological investigation to rule out possible treatable causes for their tinnitus. Tinnitus matching is performed by presenting sounds to the ear in which the tinnitus is not perceived, and both tinnitus pitch and tinnitus intensity (above hearing threshold) are matched to the perceived tinnitus. Technical investigations include MRI of the brain and posterior fossa, pure tone and speech audiometry, Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) and tympanometry. Assessment of the tinnitus severity is analysed by Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and Tinnitus Questionnaire[@B26] (TQ). Tinnitus duration is also recorded. This study is approved by the ethical committee of the University Hospital Antwerp, Belgium.

TMS is performed using a super rapid stimulator (Magstim Inc, Wales, UK) with the figure of eight coil placed over the auditory cortex contralateral to the tinnitus side, in a way previously described [@B21].

Before the TMS session, patients grade their tinnitus on a VAS. The motor threshold to TMS is first determined by placing the coil over the motor cortex. With the first and second digit opposed in a relaxed position, the intensity of the magnetic stimulation is slowly increased until a clear contraction is observed in the contralateral thenar muscle.

Since TMS has a poor spatial resolution, and it has been shown that results for tinnitus suppression with and without neuronavigation are not significantly different [@B27], the auditory cortex is targeted in this study using external landmarks: the auditory cortex is located 5-6 cm cranially to the entrance of external auditory meatus in a straight line to the vertex. After the motor threshold is determined the coil is moved to a location over the auditory cortex contralateral to the side to where the patients refer their tinnitus.

With the intensity of the stimulation set at 90% of the motor threshold, the site of maximal tinnitus suppression is determined using 1 Hz stimulation. During the stimulation, the patient is asked to estimate the decrease in tinnitus in percentage using the VAS. The procedure is repeated with stimulations at 5 Hz, 10 Hz and 20 Hz, each stimulation session consisting of 200 pulses. Burst stimulation is performed in a similar fashion. Bursts are presented at 5, 10 and 20 Hz (theta, alpha and beta burst stimulation with 3, 5, 10 pulses in each burst respectively).

3. Statistical analysis
=======================

Data were analysed with SPSS 13.0. Tinnitus suppression (% reduction of tinnitus perception) data were analysed using a GLM with repeated measures with TMS stimulation (Tonic *vs.*Burst) as within-participant variable, tinnitus type (white noise *vs*. pure tone) as between subject factor. Differences of TMS burst or tonic stimulation on white noise tinnitus on the one hand and pure tone tinnitus on the other where explored using a paired sampled *t*-test with TMS stimulation as dependent variable and tinnitus type as grouping factor. To assess differences between genders in burst and tonic TMS stimulation, independent sampled *t*-tests were performed for white noise and pure tone tinnitus, with burst and tonic TMS stimulation as dependent variables and gender as grouping variable. To assess differences in distress caused by tinnitus depending on the side (left or right) an independent sampled t­-test was performed with Tinnitus Questionnaire (TQ) score as dependent variable and tinnitus side as grouping variable. Pearson\'s correlations were performed to assess significant correlations between variables.

4. Results
==========

The data reveal a significant main effect of TMS stimulation (Tonic*vs.* Burst), where burst TMS elicits significant better tinnitus suppression in general (*M*=55.5%, SEM=6.0) than tonic TMS (*M*=35.2%, SEM=5.7, *F*(1,26)=8.9, *p*\<.01). Furthermore, a significant main effect of tinnitus type (white noise *vs.* pure tone) is found, with better effects for patients suffering from pure tone tinnitus (*M*=55.9%, SEM=6.8), than for patients suffering from white noise tinnitus (*M*=34.8%, SEM=6.8, *F*(1,26)=4.8, *p*\<.05). In addition data reveal an interaction effect between TMS stimulation and tinnitus type *F*(1,26)=12.7, *p*\<.001. Further paired-sampled *t*-tests show that white noise tinnitus is better suppressed with burst TMS in comparison to tonic TMS, *t*(13)=6.4, *p*\<.000 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For pure tone tinnitus no difference is found between burst or tonic TMS, *t*(13)=.3, *ns.*No significant differences in tinnitus suppression is found between genders nor for burst TMS, *t*(26)=.74, *ns.*, nor for tonic TMS, *t*(26)=.32, *ns.* Left sided tinnitus (pure tone and white noise) is perceived as more distressing than right sided tinnitus, *t*(20)=1.07, *p*\<.05.

Some other significant correlations are noted. The longer the tinnitus exists the poorer the tinnitus suppression with tonic TMS (*r*=-0.4, *p*\<0.05). The TMS frequency that maximally suppresses pure tone tinnitus via tonic TMS is always the same as the burst TMS that maximally suppresses the pure tone tinnitus (*r*=1, *p\<*0.000), which is not so in white noise tinnitus (*r*=-.4, *ns.*).

5. Discussion
=============

The mechanisms of action of rTMS in tinnitus remain unclear [@B28].It is known that rTMS can only modulate superficial cortical areas directly. However, the primary auditory cortex which is located on Heschl\'s gyrus [@B29] is lying embedded in the posterior part of the sylvian sulcus and it is doubtful that electromagnetic fields generated by rTMS reach the primary auditory cortex when rTMS is applied over the temporal cortex. On the other hand it has been demonstrated that rTMS has effects on sites in remote structures functionally connected with the stimulated region [@B30]. rTMS probably modulates corticofugal pathways, as it has been shown that auditory cortex rTMS induces thalamic changes in grey matter density [@B31]. This is in accordance with electrical stimulation data that have shown an alteration in outer hair cell function as measured by otoacoustic emissions [@B32]. As there exist two corticofugal pathways from the auditory cortex [@B33], [@B34], with a different chemoarchitectonic structure and different firing patterns it is conceivable that burst and tonic rTMS modulates these pathways differentially.

The findings suggest that tonic TMS only modulates neural activity in the classical auditory system and burst TMS acts on the non-classical system directly. The results from TMS in tinnitus patients confirm the hypothesis that burst stimulation only modifies the extralemniscal system.

This suggests that hyperactivation of this non-tonotopic part of the auditory system could lead to white noise, which cannot be suppressed by tonic stimulation but only by burst stimulation, being a more powerful stimulus to modulate the cortex.

The fact that white noise can only be suppressed by burst TMS, but that burst TMS can suppress both pure tone tinnitus, suggests that burst stimulation can modulate the extralemniscal and lemniscal system, whereas tonic stimulation can only modulate the lemniscal system thus supporting the hypothesis that the non-classical system provides input to the lemniscal system [@B35], [@B36].

The burst TMS that maximally suppresses pure tone tinnitus TMS is the same frequency that maximally suppresses pure tone tinnitus via tonic TMS, suggesting that the extralemniscal system drives the lemniscal system as has been suggested [@B35], [@B36]. In white noise, supposedly generated in the extralemniscal system, this is not seen, a further argument along the same line.

We have previously shown (submitted, De Ridder et al.) that lower frequencies of narrow band tinnitus respond better to burst stimulation than higher frequencies. This could be viewed as supportive of the hypothesis as well, as it is known that lower pitch sounds have a wider tuning curve and thus respond more like a non-tonotopic system in general.

Our findings also demonstrate that the longer the tinnitus exists the poorer the tinnitus can be suppressed using tonic TMS. This is in accordance with a previous study on other patients from the same institute [@B21].

In this study left sided tinnitus is perceived as more distressing than right sided tinnitus. This is in accordance with published epidemiological data that show that tinnitus seems to be more predominant on the left [@B37] and that people suffering left sided tinnitus complain more from tinnitus than people with right sided tinnitus [@B38].

A recent multicenter review paper on rTMS in tinnitus concluded that \'rTMS is a promising technique in the management of chronic, subjective tinnitus\' ... \'However, there are still important questions to address before considering rTMS as a realistic treatment for tinnitus.\' And indeed rTMS is still largely a research tool, as is stated in the rest of the conclusion of the same paper: \'Both basic research and multicentre clinical studies with large number of patients and long-term follow-up are necessary to delineate the place of rTMS in this domain.\' Whereas rTMS doesn\'t seem to be a clinically applicable treatment for tinnitus it can potentially benefit pathophysiological studies such as these. rTMS can possibly help to select surgical candidates for permanent implants as also mentioned in this review paper. \'The fast development of implanted procedures of cortical stimulation, already initiated in tinnitus treatment, will be probably the most serious challenge to future therapeutic application of rTMS. Nevertheless, rTMS might serve at least as an important predictive test before implantation\' [@B28].

A more interesting potential prospect of this study is that all sensory systems, the limbic system and the motor system are built in a similar way, consisting of a topographic and non-topographic pathway functioning in parallel. The data presented here suggest it could be worthwhile to verify the differential effect of tonic and burst stimulation in other pathologies of the sensory, limbic and motor systems.
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